BOOK GROUP NOTES

by Andrew Hitchon

About the book

Being Reverend takes us on the rollercoaster ride of his
first mission; to help turn around the fortunes of an historic
city-centre church whose impressive structure stands in sad
contrast to its dwindling congregations.
New pioneer minister Matt arrives at Holy Trinity
Church in the middle of Hull with a licence to revitalise
what’s going on inside the imposing edifice, and to reach
out into the local community.
The task is complicated by the fact that it involves
taking his hugely supportive wife, Anna, away from her
home and family shortly after the couple were blessed with
twin girls, following years of trying for children.
How Matt rises to these challenges involves hazardous
pulpit stunts, music, real ale (quite a lot of it) – and real
camels.
It’s a breathless ride, driven by the author’s restless quest
to succeed and by the startling emotional contrasts he
experiences, from satisfaction when new people walk
through the doors of Holy Trinity to frustration at what he
sees as the outdated working of the wider Church.
Through it all we have the story told in Matt’s own
inimitable voice and style.

Matt (‘Woody’) Woodcock thinks he doesn’t always fit very
well with parts of the Church of England, and he certainly
doesn’t fit with most stereotypes of what a vicar is like.
He combines a love of Jesus with passions for football,
Oasis and the occasional glass of something stronger than
tea. This bloke with a dog collar veers from being down to
earth to downright earthy, but always with a fascination
and love for his follow human beings which shine through
his story in Being Reverend: A Diary.
He always tells it as he sees it, as he records the
seemingly non-stop 18 months of his first clergy role,
vividly describing the people he meets along the way, from
boxers to bodybuilders and from entrepreneurs to rough
sleepers.
Mercurial Matt seems to live his life at a higher speed
than the rest of us, leaping from angry frustration to pure
joy and from hilarious comedy to shocking tragedy at a
pace that no one else seems able to entirely keep up with.
In his previous book, Becoming Reverend, Matt’s diary
explored his journey from being a journalist to starting life
as a minister in the Church of England.
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Discussion Guide
There are a range of questions below for those who know
and love the Church, and for those who don’t.

5.

Sunday 9 October (pp. 56–57). e packed Harvest
Festival gets treated to the sight of Matt climbing down
from the high Holy Trinity pulpit in full clerical garb to
illustrate a Gospel scene to the tune from Mission
Impossible. Do you think the undoubted impact of this
moment served a serious purpose and, if so, what was it?

6.

Thursday 1 December (pp. 77–78). Matt voices his
doubts after attending a clergy day at York Minster:

Questions for Discussion
Prologue
1.

Being Reverend begins with a key moment in Matt’s
ministry in Hull, an ambitious attempt to stage a Live
Nativity – with real camels – in the city’s streets, the
success of which is threatened by a massive downpour
(Saturday 22 December, pp. 1–3). For a moment Matt
is consumed by self-pity and frustration, calling it his
‘lowest moment’ and adding: ‘I’d be a laughing stock.
No one would come. The sodden streets would be empty.’
What do you feel about Matt’s reaction to the situation
and what does it say about his view of the world and
his place in it? Do you ever feel ‘angry with God’ when
your plans go wrong?

2.

Do you recognise Matt’s description of the parts of the
Church of England that he feels he does not fit with
(pp. 3–5)? Are his comments fair? How would you
describe your church experience?

3.

Matt says his aims for how he would ‘do church’ may
be naive, arrogant or misguided (p. 5). What is your
view of what he hopes to achieve?

‘I’m learning that so many of our bishops love to
pontificate about the winds of change. Clergy love
to hear it. I worry, though, that until some of our
own idols have fallen it just won’t happen.’
Is his reaction a fair one? What ‘idols’ do you think
might need to fall in the Church?
7.

‘I heard people crying in the darkness. It was a
moment where I felt that the Spirit of God had
completely overtaken my words, my movements,
my gestures. Then I turned the lights back on.
Many came and received.’
Have you experienced a moment where you felt the
Spirit of God was working through you or around you?
How did you respond to this?

Year One
1.

2.

3.

4.

Sunday 24 December (pp. 89–90). Matt preaches at
the Holy Trinity midnight mass service:

8.

Tuesday 5 July (pp. 9–11). It is Matt’s first day in his
new role and his first meeting with his new colleagues
and key people at Holy Trinity. Does anything about
his reaction to the people and environments he
encounters surprise you?

Monday 19 December (p. 86) and Wednesday 28
December (pp. 90–91). What do these passages suggest
about Matt’s relationship with his parents?

Year Two
1.

Sunday 10 July (pp. 15–16). Matt experiences his first
services at Holy Trinity. What strikes you about where
he focuses his attention in the diary? Do you agree with
his values and priorities as a minister? What do you see
as the key roles of a church leader?

Thursday 5 January (p. 96–97). Matt is angered by a
‘kerfuffle’ between a homeless man wanting some tea
and church welcomers who say the kitchen is closed:
‘If we can’t be a church that warms up freezing
homeless people with hot tea we don’t deserve to
be transformed.’

Monday 18 July (p. 19). What is your reaction to
Matt’s comments about stress and tension at home? Is
there a serious message behind his apparently flippant
remarks about the conflicting demands on ministers?

What is your reaction to the situation he was faced
with? As a society, do we do enough to help the poor?
2.

Sunday 4 September (pp. 39–40). How has the tone
changed as Matt describes services at Holy Trinity and
his feelings about what is happening in the church?
What are your impressions of Neal and Irene? How do
you see their relationship with Matt?
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Tuesday 10 January (pp. 99–100). e death of baby
Molly comes as a complete shock. What was your
reaction to the devastating news? Does Matt’s reaction,
both immediately and in his later dealings with her
parents, tell you anything new about his character and his
faith? Have you ever felt completely helpless in the face
of a terrible event or wondered about the purpose of life?

3.

Monday 23 January (p. 105). Do you agree with Matt
that the little things in life can teach the biggest
spiritual truths? Can you give examples of this from
your experience?

4.

Saturday 28 January and Sunday 29 January (pp. 107–
8). Do you agree with Matt’s summary of the ‘full’
Christian life? Do you understand some of the
concerns people may have had about him starting to
hold the FULL service in a pub?

5.

Thursday 8 March (p. 123). What is your view of
Matt’s comments about the revival meeting?

6.

Thursday 15 March (p. 126). Could or should Matt
have committed to doing more on a practical level to
help Anna? What is your work-life balance like?

7.

Saturday 17 March (p. 127) and Tuesday 8 May (p.
156). Matt vents his frustration with parts of the
Church for failing to relate to the lives of ordinary
people and attacks its recruitment policy, specifically
criticising the selection of introverts. Are you an
introvert or an extrovert? Do you think there is room
for more than one personality type in Church
leadership roles and, if so, how could that work? Is
there evidence in Matt’s book of different personality
types working effectively together?

8.

Sunday 8 April (pp. 140–1). What is your view of the
way Matt contrasts the more formal Easter Day service
with the later one he says was ‘full of joy’? Do you think
there is room for different approaches to worship? How
do you experience joy?

9.

Monday 16 April (p. 145). Can you understand
Matt’s optimism for the future of Holy Trinity while
watching preparations for a major beer festival there?
Do you think he is right to dismiss the objections to
holding such an event in a church? What is your
favourite tipple?

13. Wednesday 6 June (p. 169). When Matt first presided
at Holy Communion after being ordained he said the
words he spoke came alive and something important
passed between those taking part. Has something like
this ever happened to you and can you give examples
of it?
14. Thursday 14 June (p. 174). An encounter with a
couple whose daughter has been diagnosed with cancer
leads Matt to say ‘a big part of this job is to be a pain
carrier’. Do you agree and, if so, why do you think this
is? Who do you go to with your pain?
15. Tuesday 11 September and Wednesday 12 September
(pp. 209–10). A meeting of clergy leaves Matt
frustrated and angry, but the next day he attends five
church meetings that lift his spirits. Do you think
Matt’s constant changes of mood in his diary mostly
reflect his writing style, his mercurial nature, or a
deeper truth about the variety of challenges facing
those involved in ministry?
16. Monday 15 October (pp. 221–2). How important is it
to have someone who offers positive encouragement to
us in the way Neal does to Matt before he speaks at a
clergy conference?
17. Sunday 2 December (p. 241). Are you surprised by
Anna speaking ‘hard’ truths to Matt about their
marriage? Does Matt appear to be listening to people
around him, including Anna and his mentor,
Archbishop Sentamu, when they warn him about his
driven behaviour?
18. Saturday December 22 (pp. 252–6). The day of the
Live Nativity turns out to be ‘unforgettable’ for the
right reasons. How do the camels change from being
the symbols of everything Matt fears to being
‘glorious’? Having read Matt expressing his feelings
when he thought everything was going to go wrong,
do you agree with his later comment, that ‘being
careful gets you nowhere’?

10. Wednesday 2 May (pp. 154–5). Is Matt’s criticism of
‘posh’ housing for clergy fair? And what is your view of
his ‘I don’t really do failure’ comment to the Bishop?

19. Looking back over the whole diary, discuss which
parts of it affected you the most, whether positively
or negatively. Would you approach the challenges
involved differently to Matt? If so, what changes would
you make?

11. Monday 14 May (p. 160). Matt and his cousin Ben
lead a course exploring Christianity. What was your
first experience of exploring faith? What difference did
it make?

20. Which of the encounters Matt had with people who
were trying to connect with faith touched you the
most, and why?

12. Wednesday 16 May (p. 161). Matt has an encouraging
conversation with Archbishop John Sentamu. What are
your reflections on the Archbishop’s advice to slow
down? Are you good at slowing down? Where do you
experience the quiet moments in life?

21. If you could ask Matt one question, what would it
be?
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If you’re on Social Media, please do share your thoughts about the book using
#BeingReverend

Visit www.chpublishing.co.uk to buy both Matt’s books, download more
copies of this reading group guide and more.
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